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Minimal domain of bacterial 
phytochrome required for 
chromophore binding and 
fluorescence
Konstantin A. Rumyantsev1,2, Daria M. Shcherbakova1, Natalia I. Zakharova1, 
Alexander V. Emelyanov3, Konstantin K. Turoverov2,4 & Vladislav V. Verkhusha1,5

Fluorescent proteins (FP) are used to study various biological processes. Recently, a series of near-
infrared (NIR) FPs based on bacterial phytochromes was developed. Finding ways to improve NIR FPs 
is becoming progressively important. By applying rational design and molecular evolution we have 
engineered R. palustris bacterial phytochrome into a single-domain NIR FP of 19.6 kDa, termed GAF-FP, 
which is 2-fold and 1.4-fold smaller than bacterial phytochrome-based NIR FPs and GFP-like proteins, 
respectively. Engineering of GAF-FP involved a substitution of 15% of its amino acids and a deletion 
of the knot structure. GAF-FP covalently binds two tetrapyrrole chromophores, biliverdin (BV) and 
phycocyanobilin (PCB). With the BV chromophore GAF-FP absorbs at 635 nm and fluoresces at 670 nm. 
With the PCB chromophore GAF-FP becomes blue-shifted and absorbs at 625 nm and fluoresces at 
657 nm. The GAF-FP structure has a high tolerance to small peptide insertions. The small size of GAF-FP 
and its additional absorbance band in the violet range has allowed for designing a chimeric protein 
with Renilla luciferase. The chimera exhibits efficient non-radiative energy transfer from luciferase to 
GAF-FP, resulting in NIR bioluminescence. This study opens the way for engineering of small NIR FPs 
and NIR luciferases from bacterial phytochromes.

There is a growing demand for the development of near-infrared (NIR) fluorescent proteins (FPs) as genetically 
encoded NIR probes used in studing metabolic processes noninvasively and deep tissue1. NIR light has advantages 
in penetrating mammalian tissues much deeper than visible light and resulting in less light scattering. Bacterial phy-
tochrome photoreceptors (BphPs) are the most suitable templates for engineering NIR FPs because of their natural 
NIR-shifted absorbance spectra and the abundance of biliverdin IXα  (BV) chromophore in mammalian cells2. BV 
is a tetrapyrrole compound enzymatically produced from heme. BphPs serve as templates for engineering consti-
tutively fluorescent NIR FPs3–8, photoactivatable NIR FPs9 and NIR reporters of protein-protein interactions10,11.

Despite having advanced features as deep-tissue fluorescent probes, the best available BphP-derived NIR FPs are 
~40% larger than common GFP-like FPs and typically form dimers. These drawbacks originate from the features 
of natural BphPs such as multidomain organization, the figure-eight knot structure and the dimerizing interface 
between two BphP monomers12,13. In BphPs, both PAS (Per-ARNT-Sim) and GAF (cGMP phosphodiesterase/
adenylate cyclase/FhlA transcriptional activator) domains are required for BV chromophore binding: the PAS 
domain contains a Cys residue at the N-terminal extension that covalently binds to BV located in the pocket of the 
GAF domain14. The domain-domain interaction is tightened by the knot structure in which the N-terminus of the 
PAS domain passes through the loop of the GAF domain15. These structural features do not allow for decreasing 
the size of BphP-based NIR FPs, which limits their range of potential applications16.
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Notably, cyanobacteriochromes, a subclass of photoreceptors related to phytochromes, consist of only GAF 
domains, which are able to autocatalytically bind their tetrapyrrole chromophore, called phycocyanobilin (PCB)17,18. 
It was shown that GAF domains of several cyanobacteriochromes fluoresce with PCB19–21 and that one of them, 
AM1_1557g2, is able to bind BV21.

We hypothesized that by moving the Cys residue from the N-terminal extension of the PAS domain of BphP 
to its GAF domain22 we could combine within a single domain both the covalent binding of BV chromophore and 
its positioning in a specific pocket. Here, we report a  small monomeric NIR FP developed from the GAF domain 
of the RpBphP1 protein of a gram-negative purple non-sulfur bacterium Rhodopseudomonas palustris23.

Results and Discussion
Engineering of a single-domain near-infrared fluorescent protein.  We have applied a directed 
molecular evolution to wild-type RpBphP1 (Fig. 1A). First, we truncated the RpBphP1 template to GAF and PAS 
domains. We next targeted Asp200 and Ile201 positions (Fig. 1B; amino acid numbering follows that of RpBphP1) 
in a conservative -197PXSDIP202- amino acid motif using saturated mutagenesis to prevent BV photoisomer-
ization and subsequent non-radiative energy dissipation, thus rendering the protein fluorescent5,8,24. Then we 
performed random mutagenesis. During screening the bacterial libraries of mutants we found an FP variant, 
called PAS-GAF-FP, capable of weak fluorescence and at the same time comprising two amino acid substitutions, 
Cys19Ser and Ile252Cys, of RpBphP1. Interestingly, the absorbance and fluorescence emission maxima of PAS-
GAF-FP variant were similar to those found in blue-shifted two-domain (PAS-GAF) iRFPs8. The Cys19Ser sub-
stitution suggested that this FP variant was no longer able to covalently bind BV in the PAS domain, and possibly 
a new Cys252 residue became responsible for this function. Our hypothesis was based on the similarity between 
the position of Cys252 and chromphore-binding Cys residues in the GAF domains of plant and cyanobacterial 
phytochromes, which utilize reduced tetrapyrrole bilins such as phytochromobilin and PCB as chromophores13.

We then assumed that the PAS-GAF-FP can be truncated to the GAF domain only. However, simple removal 
of the PAS domain resulted in non-fluorescent protein that was highly unstable and formed visible aggregates over 
time. In order to stabilize the GAF domain, we aligned it with GAF domains of cyanobacteriochromes. The GAF 
domains of cyanobacteriochromes AnPixJ25 and TePixJ26 were shown to be stable and able to covalently bind PCB 
chromophore. We noticed that GAF domains of cynobacteriochromes lack a loop that serves as the knot lasso in 
BphPs. Therefore, we have removed it from our GAF domain too (Fig. 1A).

The resulted truncated protein containing residues 122–224, 247–315 of parental RpBphP1 was weakly fluores-
cent. We then introduced monomerizing mutations to the carboxyl termini3,5 and performed random mutagenesis. 
We additionally mutated position 178 and again positions 200 and 201 (Fig. 1B). Substitutions in position 178 
were found in blue-shifted two-domain iRFPs8. From the bacterial library of mutants we selected the brightest 
variants and then sequentially combined all appeared mutations in a single protein. This approach proved to be 
an effective method for increasing the stability of proteins8. The brightest variant was termed GAF-FP. Overall 

Figure 1. Rational design and molecular evolution of GAF-FP. (A) Schematic representation of the directed 
molecular evolution of natural RpBphP1 resulted in GAF-FP and its small peptide insertion variants. The 
red color intensity depicts the fluorescence levels of the respective proteins. (B) Alignment of the amino acid 
sequence of GAF-FP with GAF domains of parental RpBphP1 and AnPixJ and TePixJ cyanobacteriochromes. 
The GAF-FP residues that differ from those of RpBphP1 are highlighted in yellow. Amino acid numbering 
follows that of RpBphP1.
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GAF-FP had 25 amino acid residue substitutions, i.e. ~15% of the whole protein, and additionally lacked 22 res-
idues of the knot loop.

The similarity of the engineered GAF-FP with the PCB-binding GAF domains of cyanobacteriochromes sug-
gested that GAF-FP could incorporate both BV and PCB. In nature and in engineered bacteria, PCB is produced 
from BV by enzymatic reduction reaction. As a result, PCB contains two double bonds less than BV, making its 
protein adduct spectrally blue-shifted (Supplementary Fig. 1).

Spectral characterization of GAF-FP protein.  We characterized spectral properties of GAF-FP. Overall, 
spectra of GAF-FP were similar to those of other BphP-based NIR FPs, indicating that GAF-FP efficiently incorpo-
rated both chromophores3–8. The GAF-FP has two absorption bands in a visible range: Soret band at 359 nm/379 nm 
and Q-band at 623 nm/637 nm for the PCB/BV chromophore-containing forms, respectively (Fig. 2A). Excitation 
spectra of GAF-FP follow the shape of Q-band absorption and have maxima at 625 nm/635 nm for the PCB/BV 
forms. Emission spectra have the Stokes shift of about 35 nm, resulting in fluorescence maxima at 657 nm/670 nm, 
respectively (Fig. 2B). The molar extinction coefficient and fluorescence quantum yield were 49,800 M−1cm−1 
/80,500 M−1cm−1 and 0.073/0.121 for GAF-FP with BV/PCB, respectively (Table 1).

To test if binding of chromophores to GAF-FP occurs via Cys in the GAF domain (Cys110, numbering follows 
that of GAF-FP) covalently, we substituted this residue with Ser and applied purified protein, expressed with one of 
the chromophores, alongside with original GAF-FP to SDS-PAGE. The subsequent zinc staining of the gel revealed 

Figure 2. Spectral properties of GAF-FP with BV and PCB chromophores. (A) Absorbance spectra of 
GAF-FP bound with either BV or PCB chromophores normalized to absorbance at Soret band. (B) Normalized 
excitation and emission spectra of GAF-FP with either BV or PCB. (C) Assay of covalent BV or PCB binding 
to GAF-FP and GAF-FP/C110S mutant. Protein staining and zinc stating are shown. (D) BV versus PCB 
competition assay for binding to GAF-FP apoprotein.
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GAF-FP BV 635 670 49,800 7.3 100 4.0 97 4.0 7.8

GAF-FP PCB 625 657 80,500 12.1 268 3.5 64 4.6 8.3

Table 1.  Characteristics of GAF-FP protein with BV and PCB chromophores measured at pH 7.2 and 
room temperature.
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that the covalent binding of both chromophores occurs through Cys110 (Fig. 2C). The chromophore staining of 
both BV and PCB was not observed in the GAF-FP/Cys110Ser mutant.

To further study binding efficiency of both chromophores, we used a competition assay in which various ratios 
of BV and PCB within a fixed total concentration were applied to GAF-FP apoprotein (ratios ranging from 100:1 to 
1:100). The ratios of BV/PCB bound were then determined spectrophotometrically from the resulting holoprotein 
mixtures. As shown in Fig. 2A, the absorbance spectra of the BV- and PCB-bound forms were sufficiently distinct 
allowing to estimate the percentage of BV and PCB bound GAF-FP forms. We found that the apoprotein bound 
PCB 1.75-fold more effectively than BV (Fig. 2D).

Biochemical characterization of GAF-FP protein.  We next characterized biochemical properties of 
GAF-FP. GAF-FP had two apparent pKa values (Fig. 3A), of 4.0/4.6 in acid region and of 7.8/8.3 in alkaline for the 
BV/PCB forms, respectively. The pH changes did not cause a shape change of the excitation and emission spec-
tra while titrating GAF-FP in the direction of either alkaline or acidic pH values from the maximum molecular 
brightness at pH 6.0 (Supplementary Fig. 2). At physiological pH of 7.2 GAF-FP exhibited 70% of its maximal 
fluorescence brightness.

Then we compared folding and chromophore incorporation kinetics of GAF-FP with two-domain NIR FP 
having similar spectral properties, iRFP6708. For this we monitored fluorescence in bacteria upon pulse-chase 
induction of the protein expression. GAF-FP with any of chromophores had a half-time of fluorescence acquisition 
of 3.5–4.0 h, which is similar to that of iRFP670 (Fig. 3B). The study of GAF-FP photostability revealed its significant 
resistance to photobleaching in comparison to that of iRFP670 (Fig. 3C). GAF-FP had the complex photobleaching 
kinetics with two components, the first photobleached within ~200 s, reaching of 80% of initial fluorescence level, 
while the second remained fluorescent throughout long light exposures (> 2,000 s).

To study whether GAF-FP is capable to acquire fluorescence in anaerobic conditions we compared fluorescence 
in bacteria upon pulse-chase induction of protein expression in anaerobic condition to level of fluorescence in the 
presence of oxygen. In comparison with common GFP-like proteins, GAF-FP reached up to 90%/60% of maximum 
level of fluorescence for BV/PCB bound forms, respectively, while EGFP and mCherry fluorescence in anaerobic 
conditions did not exceed 10% of that in aerobic ones (Fig. 3D).

Oligomeric state of GAF-FP studied by size exclusion chromatography showed that it behaves as a monomer 
(Fig. 3E). The observed molecular mass of GAF-FP with a polyhistidine tag was ~20 kDa, making it 2-fold and 
1.4-fold smaller than BphP-based NIR FPs and common GFP-like FPs, respectively (Fig. 3D).

Figure 3. Biochemical and photochemical properties of GAF-FP. (A) The pH dependence of fluorescence 
in comparison with iRFP670 control. (B) Fluorescence acquisition kinetics of GAF-FP bound with either BV 
or PCB chromophores and of iRFP670 control at 37 °C. Time “0” corresponds to the beginning of the 1 h long 
pulse-chase induction of the protein expression. (C) Photobleaching kinetics for GAF-FP with either BV or 
PCB, and for iRFP670 control. The curves were normalized to absorbance spectra and extinction coefficients 
of FPs, spectrum of the lamp, and transmission of an excitation filter. (D) Efficiency of fluorescence acquisition 
by GAF-FP in anaerobic conditions. The ratio of a fluorescence signal of bacterial cells, expressing either GFP-
like proteins (EGFP or mCherry) or GAF-FP with either BV or PCB, after 24 h in anaerobic condition to a 
fluorescence signal developed after subsequent 24 h maturation of these FPs in presence of oxygen. Error bars, 
s.d. (n =  3). (E) Size-exclusion chromatography of GAF-FP bound with BV. (F) Size exclusion chromatography 
calibration plot. GAF-FP peak corresponds to Ve/Vo value of 1.9. Ve, elution volume; V0, void volume of the 
column.
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To characterize stability of GAF-FP structure, we randomly introduced a small peptide insertion of five amino 
acids in the protein sequence. From the library of the insertion-containing mutants, we selected the GAF-FP 
variants that retained high fluorescence. The four brightest variants were assigned with indexes according to the 
position of the insert in the amino acid sequence of GAF-FP (Fig. 4A). No significant variations in spectral and 
biochemical properties were found in the GAF-FP insertion variants (Supplementary Table 1). We mapped posi-
tions of the inserts on the structure of the GAF domain of RpBphP1 (Fig. 4B). All inserts were located in regions 
without secondary structure and with relatively high flexibility, suggesting that GAF-FP predominantly retains 
structure of the wild-type GAF domain and exhibits rather high stability.

Expression of GAF-FP in mammalian cells.  To characterize GAF-FP in live mammalian cells, we used 
fluorescence-activated flow cytometry and epifluorescence microscopy. To facilitate detection of transfected cells 
we fused GAF-FP with superfolder GFP (sfGFP)27 using a flexible linker of 20 amino acids. The transiently trans-
fected live HeLa cells were analyzed 48 h after the transfection with and without 10 μ M BV or PCB (Fig. 5A). 
The GAF-FP expressing HeLa cells, without addition of the exogenous chromophore, were 12-fold brighter than 
the non-transfected cells. The cell treatment with BV and PCB for 24 h before the analysis increased their flu-
orescence brightness relative to the untreated GAF-FP expressing cells 65- and 45-fold, respectively (Fig. 5B). 
Epifluorescence microscopy of the transiently transfected live HeLa cells showed evenly distributed over the 
whole cells NIR fluorescence signal without any aggregate formation (Fig. 5C).

Near-infrared luciferase based on GAF-FP fusion.  To explore the monomeric state, small size and abil-
ity of GAF-FP to absorb light in Soret band we decided to develop a bioluminescent NIR probe. For this, we 
designed several fusion constructs consisting of GAF-FP and enhanced luciferase mutant, called RLuc8, from 
Renilla reniformis. RLuc8 with a methoxy-coelenterazine-methoxy substrate emits light at ~400 nm, which has 
substantial overlap with Soret band of GAF-FP containing BV (Supplementary Fig. 3). In the chimeric construct, 
energy from the oxidized by RLuc8 substrate migrates via bioluminescence resonance energy transfer through 
Soret band to GAF-FP and then is emitted in GAF-FP NIR maximum at 670 nm. We tested several constructs 
varying an order of both proteins and a length of the linker between them (Supplementary Fig. 4). The best con-
struct, GAF-FP—RLuc8 had the FP at the N-terminus and the luciferase at the C-terminus of chimeric protein, 
and a short linker of two amino acids.

To evaluate the performance of GAF-FP—RLuc8 in comparison with other bioluminescent probes, we used a 
phantom mouse having the absorbance, light-scattering properties and autofluorescence matching those of natural 
mouse tissues. Equal amounts of purified GAF-FP—RLuc8, mixture of GAF-FP and RLuc8 or RLuc8 only were 
mixed with the substrate and imaged in the phantom at two depths of 7.0 mm and 18.1 mm in different spectral 
channels. We quantified bioluminescence intensities and ratios of the fluorescence signal to autofluorescence 
background. In 680/20 nm band GAF-FP—RLuc8 had more than 10-fold higher signal at both depths in compar-
ison with the GAF-FP and RLuc8 mixture and more than 100-fold higher signal in comparison with RLuc8 alone 
(Fig. 6A,B). GAF-FP also had high ratio of fluorescence to autofluorescence (Fig. 6A,C). For GAF-FP—RLuc8 at 
7.0 mm and 18.1 mm depth ratios were 2.3 and 1.2, respectively.

Figure 4. Design of insertion variants of GAF-FP. (A) Alignment of the amino acid sequences of GAF-FP 
with GAF-FP i1, GAF-FP i2, GAF-FP i3, GAF-FP i4 and GAF-FP Cys110Ser templates. Insertions in GAF-FP 
are highlighted in blue, and Cys110Ser mutation is highlighted in yellow. Positions of α -helices are marked 
with the red zig-zag line, and positions of β -sheets are marked with the yellow arrows. Amino acid numbering 
follows that of GAF-FP without inserts. (B) Structural organization of GAF-FP based on the structure of GAF 
domain of parental RpBphP123. The thickness of the line indicates the magnitude of the structural β -factor. The 
α -helices colored in red, β -sheets are colored in yellow, and positions of the inserts are colored in blue.
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Summary
We have developed the protein engineering approach, which has resulted in the smallest NIR FP reported so far. 
Introduction of the Cys residue into the GAF domain22 allowed us to truncate the two-domain FP to only a single 
chromophore-binding domain and to remove BphP conservative knot structure. GAF-FP exhibits a series of the 
advanced properties, such as monomeric behavior, high photostability, ability to fluoresce in anaerobic conditions, 
and tolerance to peptide insertions. Moreover, the ability to bind two distinct chromophores makes GAF-FP suit-
able for applications in various biological hosts producing different endogenous tetrapyrroles.

Further studies should include the improvement of GAF-FP brightness and stability in mammalian cells, as 
well as the design of spectrally distinct single-domain NIR FPs. The promising templates for the described here 
molecular evolution could be various BphPs, such as RpBphP2, RpBphP6 and DrBhpP, which already served for 
engineering of two-domain NIR FPs.

Figure 5. Expression of GAF-FP in mammalian cells. (A) Flow cytometry histograms of live HeLa cells 
transiently transfected with the GAF-FP—sfGFP construct with and without addition of 10 μ M BV or PCB. 
Only sfGFP positive cells were analyzed. The NIR fluorescence was excited by the 640 nm laser and detected 
using the 670 nm LP emission filter. (B) NIR fluorescence signal of live HeLa cells detected by flow cytometry 
and normalized to absorbance of the respective protein at the excitation wavelength and to overlap of the 
fluorescence spectrum of the protein with the transmission of the emission filter. Error bars, s.d. (n =  3).  
(C) NIR and green fluorescence images of live HeLa cells transiently transfected with the GAF-FP—sfGFP 
construct with and without addition of 10 μ M BV or PCB. Acquisition time in the NIR channel for the left 
image was 6.5-fold larger than for the middle and left images. Scale bar, 20 μ m.
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The engineered chimera with RLuc8 luciferase converted GAF-FP into the NIR luciferase with multimodal 
(fluorescence and bioluminescence) imaging properties. Thereby, GAF-FP—RLuc8 chimera adds a new color 
to the pallet of the available cyan, yellow and orange chimeric luciferases28. This approach can be also applied to 
other NIR FPs, utilizing tetrapyrrole chromophores and thereby having the Soret absorption band. Overall, the 
rational design of GAF-FP described here provides the guidelines for engineering of advanced small NIR FPs  and  
chimeric NIR luciferases.

Methods
Mutagenesis and screening of libraries of mutants.  A PCR-amplified BglII-EcoRI fragments encod-
ing RpBphP1 PAS-GAF domains (first 315 amino acids) or only GAF domain (amino acids from 122 to 315) 
was cloned into the pBAD/His B vector (Life Technologies/Invitrogen). Site-specific mutagenesis was performed 
using a QuikChange Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene). Random mutagenesis was performed using a GeneMorph II 
Random Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene) under coditions resulting in a mutation frequency of up to 16 mutations 
per 1,000 base pairs. After mutagenesis, a mixture of mutated genes was electroporated into Escherichia coli strain 
LMG194 host cells (Life Technologies/Invitrogen) containing the pWA23h plasmid8 facilitating biliverdin syn-
thesis via co-expression of heme oxygenase.

Typical mutant libraries consisted of about 106–108 independent clones. The LMG194 cells were grown over-
night at 37 °C in RM minimal medium supplemented with ampicillin and kanamycin. Protein expression in the 
libraries was induced with 0.004% arabinose and 0.04% rhamnose. The cells were grown for 6–8 h at 37 °C, then at 
30 °C for 10–12 h, and at last at 18 °C for 24 h. Before flow cytometry screening, bacterial cells were washed with 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and diluted with PBS to an optical density of 0.03 at 600 nm. The libraries were 
screened using MoFlo XDP fluorescence-activated cell sorter equipped with argon, krypton and He-Ne gas lasers 

Figure 6. Performance of GAF-FP and GAF-FP—RLuc8 chimera in model deep-tissue imaging.  
(A) Bioluminescence and fluorescence signals of the chimeric protein, the GAF-FP and RLuc8 mixture or 
RLuc8 alone in a phantom mouse. The color bars indicate the total bioluminescence radiance (photons s−1 cm−2 
steradian−1) or the total fluorescence radiant efficiency (photons s−1 cm−2 steradian−1 per μ W cm−2). (B) Values 
of the bioluminescence signals for the images in (A). (C) Values of the fluorescence signal-to-autofluorescence 
background ratios for the images in (A). Error bars, s.d. (n =  3).
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(Beckman Coulter). Typically about ten sizes of each library were sorted using a 633 nm laser for excitation and a 
647 nm LP emission filter for positive selection.

The brightest collected far-red bacterial cells were rescued in SOC medium at 37 °C for 1 h and then grown on 
LB/ampicillin/kanamycin Petri dishes supplemented with 0.004% arabinose, 0.02% rhamnose, overnight at 37 °C 
and then incubated at 18 °C for 24 h. The dishes were analyzed with a Leica MZ16F fluorescence stereomicroscope 
equipped with 605/40 nm or 650/45 nm excitation and 640 nm LP or 690 nm LP emission filters (Chroma) and a 
CCD camera. Approximately 20–50 clones in each screen were selected, their DNA was sequenced. A mixture of 
several selected mutants was then used as a template for the next round of mutagenesis.

Spectral and photochemical characterization.  The GAF-FP, its mutants with polyhistidine tags on the 
N termini were expressed in LMG194 bacterial cells containing the pWA23h plasmid (or pPL-PCB plasmid facil-
itating phycocyanobilin synthesis29) grown in RM medium supplemented with ampicillin, kanamycin, 0.004% 
arabinose and 0.02% rhamnose for 6–8 h at 37 °C, then at 30 °C for 10–12 h, and at last at 18 °C for 24 h. Proteins 
were purified using Ni-NTA agarose (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol with minor modification. 
Solutions used for purification of the protein contained additional 0.6 mM of sodium chloride and the wash buffer 
contained 100 mM EDTA instead of 400 mM imidazole. Fluorescence spectra were recorded using a FluoroMax-3 
spectrofluorometer (Jobin Yvon). A Hitachi U-2000 spectrophotometer was used for absorbance measurements. 
Background light scattering was removed by subtracting a fitted λ 4 curve from the measured spectrum.

The extinction coefficient was calculated from a comparison of absorbance values at the main peak at around 
630 with the absorbance value at the smaller peak at around 380 nm, assuming the latter had an extinction coeffi-
cient of free BV of 39,900 M−1 cm−1, or an extinction coefficient of free PCB of 35,500 M−1cm−1 (ref. 30). To deter-
mine fluorescence quantum yield, we compared the fluorescence signal of a purified protein to that of an equally 
absorbing Nile blue dye. pH titrations were done using a series of Hydrion buffers (Micro Essential Laboratory).

To evaluate GAF-FP photostability, the LMG194 bacterial cells containing target protein in pBAD/His B plasmid 
(GAF-FP or iRFP670) and pWA23h or pPL-PCB plasmid were grown on LB/ampicillin/kanamycin Petri dishes 
supplemented with 0.004% arabinose, 0.02% rhamnose overnight at 37 °C. Bacteria were photobleached using 
an Olympus IX81 inverted epifluorescence microscope equipped with a 200 W Me-Ha arc lamp (Lumen220Pro, 
Prior), 100 ×  1.4 NA oil-immersion objective lens (UPlanSApo, Olympus) and 605/40 nm (exciter) and 640 nm 
(LP emitter) filter set (Chroma). SlideBook v.4.1 software (Intelligent Imaging Innovations) was used to operate the 
Olympus IX81 inverted microscope. Raw data were normalized to absorbance spectra and extinction coefficients 
of the proteins, the spectrum of 200 W Me-Ha arc lamp and the transmission of 605/40 nm photobleaching filter.

Biochemical characterization.  To study protein folding and maturation in cells, we grew the LMG194 
bacterial cells containing target protein in pBAD/His B plasmid (GAF-FP or iRFP670) and pWA23h or pPL-PCB 
plasmid overnight at 37 °C in RM medium. The next morning, 0.2% rhamnose was added for 2 h, subsequently 
0.002% arabinose was added, and cells were cultured for 1 h. Then arabinose was washed out, and cells were 
cultured in RM medium with 0.2% rhamnose at 37 °C. Fluorescence intensities of the equal aliquots of the cell 
suspension were measured at intervals after dilution to the same optical density of 0.2, and the obtained values 
were multiplied by the dilution factor. For EGFP expression, the procedure was the same except that the LMG194 
strain did not contain plasmids for bilin synthesis.

Bilin binding was assayed by zinc-induced fluorescence of the chromoprotein following SDS-PAGE. To assess 
chromophore preference, the apoprotein was expressed as above without simultaneous chromophore synthesis and 
purified as described above. Then we used the procedure described previously31. The apoprotein was assembled 
with the chromophore in vitro, using a > 10-fold molar excess of either BV, PCB or various ratios of BV and PCB. 
Absorption spectra were obtained. To quantitate binding efficiency of BV relative to PCB, the absorbance max-
ima of BV- and PCB-bound proteins were identified in the Q-band for the spectrum generated by each BV/PCB 
mixture. By incorporating these absorbance values in the ratio QBV/QPCB, the relative contributions of BV-bound 
and PCB-bound holoproteins in the mixtures were calculated. These ratios were normalized by subtracting the 
value calculated for the 100% PCB sample (100% PCB-bound sample now represented 0% BV incorporation) 
from all other values and scaling all of the adjusted values so that the values from samples generated solely with 
BV equaled 100%.

To perform size exclusion liquid chromatography a 2 ml volume of purified GAF-FP was applied on the HiLoad 
16/600 Superdex 200 column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with 10 mM Hepes buffer pH 7.4 containing 50 μ M 
EDTA, 10% glycerol, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, 0.2 mM PMSF, 0.01% EP-40 and 0.2 mM benzodiazepin. A 1 ml/
min flow rate was used. The column was calibrated using the gel filtration standards from Bio-Rad.

For the anaerobic protein maturation assay the LMG194 bacterial cells containing pBAD/HisB-GAF-FP and 
either pWA23h or pPL-PCB plasmids were grown on LB/ampicillin/kanamycin Petri dishes supplemented with 
0.02% rhamnose overnight at 37 °C. Before dishes were placed in the chamber of anaerobic gas generating system 
(Mitsubishi gas chemical) for 24 h at 37 °C, bacterial streaks were sprayed with 200 μ l of 20% arabinose solution. The 
dishes were analyzed with the Leica MZ16F fluorescence stereomicroscope equipped with 480/40 nm, 570/30 nm 
and 605/40 nm excitation, and 530/40 nm, 615/40 nm, 640 nm LP or 690 nm LP emission filters (Chroma) and a 
CCD camera. Immediately after analysis Petri dishes were transferred to 4 °C for additional 48 h incubation in 
the presence of oxygen. During this time only already synthetized FP will be able to bind chromophore, while the 
synthesis of new protein will be significantly slowed-down. The dishes were analyzed again, level of fluorescence 
after incubation at 4 °C was considered to be 100%. According to that estimation we found the value of relative 
protein maturation of GAF-FP in anaerobic conditions. For EGFP and mCherry expression, the procedure was the 
same except that the LMG194 strain did not contain plasmids for bilin synthesis. All quantitative measurements 
of fluorescence signal for bacteria were performed using the ImageJ software32.
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Expression in mammalian cells.  A PCR-amlified AgeI-KpnI fragment encoding GAF-FP and KpnI-NotI 
fragment encoding sfGFP26 were swapped with a gene encoding EGFP in a pEGFP-N1 vector (Clontech), result-
ing in pGAF-FP-sfGFP-N1 plasmid. HeLa cells were grown in DMEM medium supplemented with 10% FBS, 
0.5% penicillin-streptomycin and 2 mM glutamine (Life Technologies/Invitrogen). For epifluorescence micros-
copy, cells were cultured in 35 mm glass-bottom Petri dishes with no. 1 coverglass (MatTek). Plasmid transfec-
tions were performed using an Effectene reagent (Qiagen). If necessary, tetrapyrroles were added to cell culture 
for 24 h before imaging.

Flow cytometry.  Flow cytometry analysis was performed using a BD LSRII flow cytometer. To detect live 
HeLa cells transfected with the pGAF-FP-sfGFP-N1 plasmid, a 488 nm Ar gas laser line, a 640 nm solid-state laser, 
and the 530/40 nm and 670 nm long pass emission filters were used. To quantify the NIR fluorescence brightness 
of the transiently transfected cells, the mean NIR fluorescence signal was normalized to the absorbance spectra 
and the extinction coefficients of GAF-FP and to the transmission of the 670 nm long pass emission filter. The 
histograms of cell populations and mean NIR fluorescence intensities of the analyzed cells were obtained using 
the FCS express v.3 software (DeNovo Software).

Fluorescence microscopy.  Epifluorescence microscopy of live HeLa cells was performed 24 h after the 
transfection. HeLa cells were imaged using an Olympus IX81 inverted epifluorescence microscope equipped 
with a 200 W Me-Ha arc lamp (Lumen220 Pro; Prior), a 40×  0.65–1.35 NA oil objective lens (UPlanSApo; 
Olympus), and two filter sets (480/40 nm excitation and 535/40 nm emission; 605/40 nm excitation and 640 nm 
long pass emission) (Chroma). SlideBook v. 4.1 software (Intelligent Imaging Innovations) was used to operate 
the microscope.

Construction and characterization of luciferase proteins.  A PCR-amlified BglII-KpnI fragment 
encoding GAF-FP and KpnI-EcoRI fragment encoding Renilla luciferase 8 (RLuc8)33 (Addgene plasmid #51970) 
were cloned into the pBAD/His B vector (Life Technologies/Invitrogen). For cloning of fragments in reverse 
order a PCR-amplified BglII-KpnI fragment encoding RLuc8 and KpnI-EcoRI fragment encoding GAF-FP were 
used. Primers with a KpnI restriction site at the end encoded the linker between proteins. The linker consisted 
of two amino acids (-GT-), derived from KpnI restriction site, 7 amino acids (-GGGGSGT-) or 14 amino acids 
(-GGGGSGTGGGGSGG-). The amino acid composition of the linker was chosen so that it has a high hydro-
philicity and flexibility. A PCR-amplified BglII-EcoRI fragment encoding RLuc8 was also cloned in pBAD/His B 
vector.

To compare the level of NIR signal between chimeric fusion constructs, we grew LMG194 bacterial cells over-
night at 37 °C in RM minimal medium supplemented with ampicillin, kanamycin, 0.004% arabinose and 0.04% 
rhamnose. Further the suspensions were diluted to the same optical density of 0.2 at 600 nm. Luminescent inten-
sities in 680/20-nm channel of equal aliquots of the cell suspensions were measured immediately after mixing with 
methoxy-coelenterazine-methoxy (Me-O-CTZ-O-Me; NanoLight Technologies) to achieve a final concentration 
of 50 μ M according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Images were taken in the luminescence mode of the 
IVIS Spectrum (PerkinElmer). All quantitative measurements of luminescence signal were performed using the 
Living Image v.4.3.1 software (PerkinElmer).

Protein  imaging in phantom mouse.  Recombinant RLuc8 was expressed in LMG194 bacterial 
cells and then purified using Ni-NTA agarose (Qiagen). The purified chimeric protein, GAF-FP and RLuc8 
were diluted to equal concentrations of 8 μ M, calculated from the extinction coefficients at the chromophore 
absorbance maxima or at 280 nm. A 5 μ l volume of each protein or their mixture was mixed with aliquot of 
methoxy-coelenterazine-methoxy substrate (final concentration of 50 μ M). Immediately thereafter, the samples 
were placed inside into one of two available bores in an XFM-2 phantom mouse (PerkinElmer/Caliper) and 
images were taken. The bores were located at depth of 7.0 mm and 18.1 mm from the imaging surface. Images 
were taken in the luminescence or epifluorescence mode of the IVIS Spectrum (PerkinElmer). For the best quality 
images we tested different combinations of the available excitation and emission channels in the range from 500 
to 750 nm. To register bioluminescence we used 680/20 nm filter. To register fluorescence we used 640/20 nm 
excitation and 700/20 nm emission filters; the phantom mouse without protein sample inside was used as a back-
ground reference. All quantitative measurements of luminescence or fluorescence signal as well as mathematical 
operations with images were performed using the Living Image v.4.3.1 software (PerkinElmer).
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Supplementary Figure 2. The pH dependence of the normalized fluorescence excitation and 

emission spectra of GAF-FP bound to BV. 
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Supplementary Figure 3. Bioluminescence resonance energy transfer between RLuc8 and 

GAF-FP. Energy of the substrate oxidized by RLuc8 migrates via BRET to Soret band of GAF-

FP. As a result, GAF-FP emits photons in its normal emission spectrum, leading to the 

appearance of NIR bioluminescence. 
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Supplementary Figure 4. Screening for optimal chimeric fusion construct between RLuc8 

and GAF-FP. All the proteins were compared for near-infrared signal intensity when expressed 

in bacteria. The sample with the highest signal was taken as 100%, while the lowest as 0%. Error 

bars, s.d. (n = 3). 
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Supplementary Table 1. Spectral and biochemical properties of the GAF-FP insertion variants. 

 

Insertion 
variant 

Excitation 
maximum 

(nm) 

Emission 
maximum 

(nm) 

Extinction 
coefficient
(M-1 cm-1) 

Quantum 
yield (%)

Molecular 
brightness 

relative to GAF-
FP BV (%) 

Maturation 
t50% at 37°C 

(h) 
pKa1 pKa2

Brightness in E. 
coli at 37°C 

relative to GAF-
FP BV (%) 

GAF-FP i1 
BV 

635 670 45,650 5.7 72 4.1 4.8 8.1 58 

GAF-FP i2 
BV 

635 670 52,300 6.5 94 3.7 4.7 8.1 111 

GAF-FP i3 
BV 

635 670 49.600 6.2 85 5.4 4.7 8.0 56 

GAF-FP i4 
BV 

635 670 47.400 5.5 72 5.1 4.6 7.8 60 

GAF-FP i1 
PCB 

625 657 66,500 12.4 227 3.0 4.4 9.1 111 

GAF-FP i2 
PCB 

625 657 83,000 12.7 290 3.3 4.6 8.6 182 

GAF-FP i3 
PCB 

625 657 81,500 12.8 287 4.4 4.7 8.2 55 

GAF-FP i4 
PCB 

625 657 72,500 11.4 227 3.7 4.8 8.4 158 
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